Silversmithing level 2A

Bezel Setting a Cabochon With Corners
Although similar to setting a round or soft-shaped cabochon, there are a few key
differences. The two main ones being:
a) *You must remember which way your stone sits in your bezel; that is you need to
match up the sides of the stone to the sides of the bezel, because no square or angular
shape is perfect, even if it appears so.
b) **You need to notch the corners out of the bezel prior to setting the stone. (It is easy to
forget and get excited and pop your stone in before this is done, then it can be tricky to
get your stone out)
STEPS:
1. Anneal bezel wire. The wire will not display a color change as it is heated, since it is
fine silver. Using a neutral flame and heating the wire back and forth seven times will do
it.
2. File one end of your bezel wire flush and fit bezel wire around stone. Keep the seam of
the bezel wire on one of the sides, not the corner. This is not a sort of “automatic wrapfit” like a round or oval bezel. We need the corners to be crisp. With the aid of our chain
nose pliers at the same time as we fit the bezel wire around the stone we can achieve
this… with a little patience and fiddling. If your bezel wire seems to get “springy” and
overworked, no biggie, just anneal it again. Mark where the bezel overlaps, cut with snips
about a millimeter longer and file the second end flush. Meet ends up with tension
keeping the ends in place.
3. Solder. We are using hard solder with a reducing flame and the technique of indirect
heat for this process. Lay your bezel on the brick, joint towards you. Flux joint. With your
reducing flame, heat first at the back of the bezel but pointing down at the brick (indirect
heat) and circle around to set flux. Use hard solder and flow solder in the joint also using
indirect heat. Don’t bother pickling right now.
4. See how your stone fits. (Gently!) Some stones are brittle and if we are not careful and
jam it in our bezel, we can pop those corners right off. It should fit nicely but not as snug
as a round or oval bezel, since there will be less tension on the sides of the square
whereas the round shapes hold tension all the way around.

5. *Now we need to mark how our stone fits in here, it’s easy to forget this. Take a
sharpie or china marker (whatever is more visible on your stone) and mark the edge that
lines up with your solder seam on your bezel. Now it will be easy to line up after!
6. Sand the bottom edge of your bezel wire and fit it one last time around your stone.
Don’t squish it! This is how it will remain until the end and we want to keep that perfect
shape.
7. Solder bezel wire to your back plate using a screen and ring stand. We will use an
oxidizing flame. Prepare with flux, set flux with heat from underneath. Using medium
solder, line the inside of the bezel with chips and heat again from underneath. Pickle well,
brass brush.
8. Trim with saw, file, and sand.
9. Solder your bail or ring shank on with easy solder.
10. Pickle well, brass brush.
11. Determine the height of your stone and sand bezel down if needed. Less is more... But
of course there needs to be enough bezel to hold your stone in.
12. **Preparing the corners. We need to notch out the corners a bit so that they fold down
nicely on our stone. Take your saw and make very small ticks on each corner. They will
be used to guide your file later. Take your time and get it right on the very corner. Look at
your stone. We have to sort of guess here, but the higher the corner of the stone is raised,
the less you have to notch out. First, using your saw frame, make little “guide notches”
for your file in each corner (see diagram). Now take your 3-square needle file (has the
profile of a triangle) and by using the little ticks you make with your saw frame, slowly
file a “V” into each corner.

13. Are you sure you are done all your soldering, filing and sanding?... Because now we
can set the stone. (Carefully!) Again those corners are very fragile so be gentle, and now
we can line up the mark we made on our stone with our bezel seam which will be visible
from the inside of the bezel.
14. Burnish. Using our burnisher, begin by just pressing on the center of each of the sides
of the stone (not the corners yet) then work from the center outwards on each of the sides
of the bezel. Sometimes a rocking motion rather than a pulling one works well here.
When the sides are all pushed in, work the corners. Here a pulling motion sort of rubbing
back and forth on the corners can really set that metal around nicely. Be careful though, if
your corner is less than perfect and the stone is exposed you do not want to be making
contact with the burnisher on the stone.
15. Polish! Using Tripoli first and Zam after to soften the bezel edge and to give an
overall final polish your piece is done! Very nice job ☺

Etching
This process uses a very caustic acid that eats into the metal only where we want it to in
order to give us a very nice recessed pattern. Typically it is done on a piece of sheet
metal, which you can use later in any type of project. It is messy and you do need to be
careful with the acid. Be sure to use gloves and safety glasses. Also protect your work
surface (you can use scrap paper). Have a bath of baking soda and water easily available
to neutralize acid.

1. Clean your sheet metal. Sterling, copper or brass all work well for this project. If your
metal is really dirty, pickle it first. In any case we will scrub the metal clean with a
scotchbrite pad and soap until it looks very finely scratched all over.
2. Mask with asphaltum. This is messy messy. Wear gloves and have a bit of solvent
nearby just in case. Do both sides and the edges too. Hold it by the edges as you work on
it (this removes a bit from the edges you just masked but it’s ok). In order to speed up

drying, place your coated piece in the kiln on a trivet at about 400 degrees. It only takes
about six minutes to set. When it comes out of the kiln it will seem tacky but that only
lasts until the metal cools.
3. Be creative! All you need is a pointed tool like a pick or file to scratch your design into
the metal. Remember where you scratch away is where the acid will eat, so this part will
be recessed. You can also do this another way, you can mask the back of your piece (let it
dry) and rather than removing the dried asphaltum, you can paint it on and leave parts
exposed, then dry it again.
4. Acid bath time. The acid solution will appear to be blue. The more it is used, the bluer
it will become. Carefully submerge your piece, design side up. There will be two other
dishes or containers used also. One is a baking soda and water bath; the other is just a
water bath. When you want to remove your piece from the acid (maybe 20-60 mins
depending on the strength of the acid) you must first submerge it in the soda bath, then
rinse in water. It will then be safe to touch. Use copper tongs and gloves for this. Wear
safety glasses.

5. If your etch is not deep enough, return it to the acid bath. If it’s all good, then we can
strip off the asphaltum. This is very messy (wear gloves!) but we will use solvent and a
toothbrush designated for this task to remove the asphaltum. Be nice… clean the sink
with soap afterwards. Don’t dump the solvent down the sink.
6. Now we will have an image etched into our metal… Cool! Make something with it!

Riveting
Riveting (also called a cold connection) is a fun way to attach two things together without
using solder. Really you can use anything… two pieces of silver, copper, copper and
silver, brass… But it is also cool to use things that would normally be impossible to
solder (acrylic sheet, painted tin, wood) just to name a few. Think of it as nailing two or
more things together.
1. You may want to do most filing and sanding first depending on what materials you are
using and how they are being assembled. Some things can’t be polished, such as a
painted metal tin, so be sure to polish the bits that can be polished prior to riveting if
there will be something preventing you from doing a final polish.

2. Make rivets! For these instructions, we will use 18 gauge wire. It is important to know
the gauge of your rivet and how it relates to its diameter. 18 gauge = 1 millimeter. Easy to
remember. By using sterling or copper 18 ga. Wire, ball up the ends of about ¾” lengths
of wire using the torch. Pickle them.
3. Using a 1mm drill bit (or just under) drill all the holes you want in only the top layer of
your project. Now line up your two layers. Drill ONE hole in the under layer, lining it up
with one hole from the upper layer. Temporarily “pin” it together with one of your rivets.
Drill your next hole; temporarily “pin” that too. Keep doing this and everything will line
up perfectly without having to set one complete rivet at a time.
4. Flip over the bottom layer of your project. Using a ball bur that is larger than your
drilled hole (about 2-3 mm) we are now going to countersink these holes. Keep in mind
that this only needs to be done to the backside of the bottom layer of your piece.
5. Start to assemble your piece. Put a rivet through both layers. The balled up end of the
wire will be on the front of the piece. Working from the back, we need to trim and file
flush the excess rivet wire. A good rule for this is that the height of the wire protruding
from the back of your piece = the width of your wire. What??? Ok. We are using 18
gauge wire, which is 1 mm wide, which means we will leave 1 mm of rivet wire sticking
out of the back of our piece. (After filing… it needs to be flush).

6. Now we set the rivet. By placing the front of our rivet on an anvil and using a riveting
hammer (or in some cases a ball peen hammer) lightly tap the filed end of the rivet. Now
it’s obvious why we counter sunk the hole… the metal will flare, flatten, and fit right into
that depression we made! Cool. Do this for all holes and rivets. Sometimes the rivet will
be too long. When this happens the front (balled up end) will sort of bend over and squish
and look like a comma or little tadpole. That is ok it’s super easy to cut off and try again.
7. Depending on what look you are going for, rivets can also be flattened further from the
front side after the back is set.
8. If you were planning on doing a final polish, now is the time. Yay all done!

Hinge making
Hinges are a familiar concept: mechanisms that provide movement and/or function to
your piece. You can have a hinge that “does something” that is, opens a locket or
provides a way to open a bangle, or, you can add one for interest and movement.

1. Start with your metal that you want to hinge (two or more pieces). We will need
enough hinge material to bridge the gap between these pieces. A hinge is a sleeve and a
pin, basically. We will use 2mm tubing (outside diameter) for the sleeve and 18 gauge
wire for the inside pin. You just need a sleeve and pin that work together snugly.
2. Cut a piece of tubing just slightly longer than your joint (we can file excess later). Now
is the tricky part. You need to cut a sort of notch out of the center of the tubing to begin
forming the side of the hinge with the two knuckles. (see diagram). This provides a sort
of bridge to hold the knuckles perfectly in line while we solder… They will be removed
later!

3. Use dividers to measure the gap where the third knuckle will eventually fit. Cut a piece
of tubing for this.
4. Solder your hinge knuckles on. When you are soldering the side with the two knuckles,
you are making sure the notch that you made is turned into the side you are soldering.
When you are soldering the side with one knuckle on, be sure that it is centered on the
piece you are working with.

5. Now is the time for lots of fiddling! We will now cut off that little bridge we made
when we notched out the side with two knuckles to keep them in line. You will also have
to use needle files and crisp up your joint knuckles until they mesh together perfectly. As
well, you may have to take a drill bit and ream out the knuckles… Sometimes after
soldering, they slightly warp and need to be re-formed from the inside. Pass your 18gauge wire through the assembly to see how it all fits together, wiggle your two leaves to
see if you have good motion. If your knuckles or leaves (the two halves to your jointed
piece) bind at all, file or sand where it seems to be obstructed. Take your time with this
step; we are making a mechanism and we want correct movement before we set the pin.
6. Using a ball bur that is slightly larger than the opening of the knuckle, counter sink the
top and bottom openings of the knuckle. Using a piece of 18 gauge wire about three times
the length of your hinge (at least) ball up one end of that wire with the torch and feed the
wire thorough your hinge knuckles. Trim and file the wire about 1 mm longer than the
hinge when the pin is inserted fully.
7. Set the pin. Making sure to hammer on a metal anvil, gently tap the filed end of the
hinge pin so that it flares and fills into the counter sunk hole of the top of the knuckle.
File the little ball that we formed earlier on the other end of the pin until it is flush. Tap it
in as well. Alternate tapping both sides a few times until both ends are uniform.
8. All done! Your hinge should have movement, but also be fairly tight. Good hinges to
not wiggle or sag when you hold them sideways.

